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Wildfire Smoke Forecasts Guide
ADEQ provides wildfire smoke forecasts when Arizona wildfires have the potential for extended air
quality impacts as determined in coordination with Federal/State Land Managers.
To inform health and safety considerations and support decision-making related to wildfires, smoke
forecasts provide both community members and wildfire managers with information about:
• Who is managing the wildfire and how to get in touch,
• Which communities may be affected by smoke,
• Where smoke is coming from and how long it is expected to last,
• Recommendations about when to limit outdoor activity, and
• Helpful resources including fact sheets, frequently asked questions and other resources related
to land managers and other agencies.
When activated, online smoke forecasts will be available 24/7 and updated daily each morning to
provide information about expected smoke impacts for the next 48-hours. ADEQ will provide smoke
forecasts until data show significantly reduced risk of health impacts.
Update time and valid time:
The update time indicates when
the forecast was updated. Each
forecast is valid until 9am the
day after the forecast was
th
updated. In this example, the forecast was issued on June 8 and is valid until June 9th at 9 am. This will
also give you the phone number to call for any fire related information.

Overview Section:

This section will have a map indicating the location of
the fire. The text in this section will give details
pertaining to previous and expected smoke impacts.
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City-by-city Forecast
Click the name of the city to view smoke forecast. Each
forecast will include a daypart forecast and activity
meter.
The daypart forecast indicates the forecasted smoke
impact. Please refer to the table below for a list of icon
descriptions.
The activity meter indicates the forecast smoke impacts
in three-hour blocks. A one (1) indicates you should
remain smoke aware. A two (2) indicates that you should
minimize outdoor activity. A three (3) indicates you
should stay indoors.
NOTE: No matter what the forecasts indicates, if you feel
like you are having health effects from smoke exposure,
take extra care to stay inside or get to an area with better
air quality. You should also see your doctor or other
health professional as needed.

Icons and Activity Meter Guide:
Forecast icons were created using photos graciously provided from Arizona resident Ted Grussing.

Icon

Description
No smoke in the area

Activity Meter Category /
Recommendations
1 – remain smoke aware

Haze. Smoke in the area causing haze;
however, there is no smell of smoke.

1 – remain smoke aware

Light smoke in the area. Visibility is still
over five miles but you may be able to
smell smoke from time-to-time.

1 – remain smoke aware
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Smoke in the vicinity. No long-term
impacts expected, but smoke is in the
area and could cause short term impacts.

1 – remain smoke aware
2 – minimize outdoor activity

Patchy smoke. Patches of moderate
smoke in the area.

2 – minimize outdoor activity

Widespread moderate smoke across the
area.

2 – minimize outdoor activity

Heavy smoke across the area.

3 – stay inside

Dense Smoke Advisory. Dense smoke
across the area.

3 – stay inside

Discussion, Useful Links and Fire Information Contact:
The discussion will explain in more detail the reasoning
behind the smoke forecast found above.

Useful links are unique to each wildfire and will help
you gain more information about the fire.

Fire Information Contact will show who to contact
about fire information.

